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ABSTRACT 

 

As the safeguarding of critical assets is becoming essential it is necessary to 

identify the weak areas. The identification of weak areas will help the system 

administrator to apply adequate safety measures at specific points/areas. The vulnerability 

assessment will also assist the administrator to frequently asses the vulnerability. The 

methods for vulnerability assessment from attack are discussed in this paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

  

A vulnerability assessment is the systematic examination of a critical infrastructure, 

the interconnected systems on which it relies, its information, or product to determine the 

adequacy of security measures, identify security deficiencies, evaluate security alternatives, 

and verify the adequacy of such measures after implementation.  

Vulnerability assessments provide a "snapshot in time" assessment of a system's or 

network's security posture. As such, even when identified vulnerabilities1 are fixed or patched, 

future changes in configurations or permissions could open up entirely new holes2.  

Additionally, new vulnerabilities3 in operating systems and applications crop up all the time. 

This means that, just because a particular system is patched and ‘secure’ today, the system 

may be deemed insecure when new vulnerabilities are discovered. Follow-up assessments will 

determine if old vulnerabilities have been fixed and can identify new ones that need to be 

addressed. 
 

TECHNICAL AND PROCEDURAL ITEMS TO ASSESS 
 

1. System Data 
 

Data is the fundamental element in any information architecture. Identification and 

classification of control system data into categories of similar sensitivity should be 
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established4. Without this distinction, it is impossible to determine where to apply security 

precautions to communications links, databases, etc.  
 

2. Security Administration 
 

Systems should have security administration policies to aid in the implementation, 

operation, and maintenance of a secure system. Security procedures should include 

implementation guides, security plans, and security enforcement that include the use of 

auditing5. Other important aspects of security administration are configuration management 

and security training of the staff and are necessary components of effective security 

administration.  
 

3. Architecture 
 

The architecture of the network system should be reviewed to identify single points of 

failure6. Whether or not the system is being leveraged to convey emergency signals should be 

looked at as well since this can possibly introduce a backdoor into the system. A lack of 

authentication/security in other wireless communication mechanisms increases the risk of an 

adversary gaining access to the communication channel. The use of unsecured wireless 

communication for control networks should be avoided if possible.  
 

4. Networks 
 

Process control networks should be assessed to determine associated vulnerabilities. 

Legacy systems provide almost no inherent security and their network configuration warrants 

attention. Connections between the internal network and external networks can pose 

significant risk as well since they often consider the outside network as trusted.  
 

5. Platforms 
 

The computer platforms in internal networks offer the capability for remote access and 

configuration which greatly increases the need for physical protection7, internal applications, 

interfaces, and databases are moving away from internal specific platforms to computers 

running Windows or UNIX operating systems. Default configuration of these platforms adds 

additional vulnerabilities.  
 

POSSIBLE THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES 
 

Internet Protocol (IP) Vulnerabilities 
 

Internet Protocol Networks, including the Internet, were designed to provide robust, 

ubiquitous any-to-any connectivity for the Wide Area Networks (WANs) used by the Nation’s 

data network infrastructure. Such networks have four common architectural characteristics that 

make them unsuitable for internal system communications they are: 

•  Connectionless – each packet contains sufficient information about the source and 

destination to route packets from any source to any destination without requiring a specific 

connection or route. 

http://www.physics-journal.org/
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•  Stateless – the control nodes in the network (routers) are not aware in a timely manner of 

the state of the network at any given time. The network will recover from events that 

change its state, but the time constants involved are orders of magnitude longer than the 

duration of those events. 

•  In-band Control – the signaling and control protocol traffic shares the same Internet 

Protocol links as the bearer traffic. Users of the network have access to and can introduce 

these control packets as valid user traffic. 

•  Autonomous, distributed Control – Each control node (router) is independent (a peer) of 

all other nodes. No integrated, end-to-end control is possible. 
 

802.11 Vulnerabilities  
 

The Medium Access Control layer of the 802.11 protocol, in all its various releases, 

e.g.: 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, is based on the exchange of request/response messages. Each 

request sent by a station in the network triggers a corresponding response on its counterpart. 

Wireless networks rely on an access point (AP) or a set of them as a central node through 

which every communication is routed. The management frames of the 802.11 protocol sent to 

an access point triggers an elaboration of request-response messages with consequent 

consumption of computational resources.  

Scheme used to cause a denial of service is quite simple: each request message sent 

by a station must be responded with a response message sent by the access point. Thus, sending 

out a Probe Request frame to an access point triggers the transmission of a proper Probe 

Response frame which contains information about the network managed by the access point. 

Before an 802.11 client can continue communication with an access point, it must first send 

an Authentication request. Since, an 802.11 client can be authenticated to multiple APs it must 

also send an association request to determine which access point will be responsible for 

forwarding packets to the client. Authentication Requests and Association Requests cause 

corresponding responses from the access point. Probe Request, Authentication Request and 

Association Request flooding attacks can be executed by any malicious station in the area of 

a wireless network without being associated nor authenticated to the access point.  
 

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE 
 

Methodology 
 

This includes provisions for identifying critical assets and performing vulnerability 

assessments. This self-assessment guide utilizes an extensive questionnaire containing specific 

control objectives against which a system or group of interconnected systems can be tested 

and measured. It does not establish new security requirements. The control objectives are 

abstracted directly from long-standing requirements.  
 

Questions are separated into three major control areas: 
 

a) Management controls, 

b) Operational controls, and  
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c) Technical controls.  
 

It uses the that identifies five levels of IT security program effectiveness five measures 

to determine whether the security control is being implemented: 
 

• Level 1 –objective documented in a security policy  

• Level 2 –controls documented as procedures  

• Level 3 –relevant procedures have been implemented  

• Level 4 –relevant procedures and security controls are tested and reviewed  

• Level 5 –relevant procedures and security controls are fully integrated into a comprehensive 

program.  
 

Vulnerability Assessment of System/Infrastructure  
 

Initial Check off List 
 

An effective protection system for process control protects all of the critical functions 

of the system and their interfaces. The items listed below were considered in building the initial 

check list but should not be deemed as all encompassing: 
 

• Communications 
 

1. How are the remote acquisitioning units communicating to the master station?  

2. Are the communication channels protected, for example with encryption, and is redundancy 

built into the overall system?  

3. What protocols are being used and what are their vulnerabilities? 

 

• Commercial hardware and software and firmware 

1. What operating system is the hardware running?  

2. Has the operating system been hardened and unnecessary services disabled?  

3. Is there a password policy and is it being enforced? 
 

• Application software 

1. Is configuration control implemented for application software?  

2. Is the application software from a trusted source and is it adequately tested?  
 

• Parameter data 

1. Are key parameter data files set to “Read only?”  

2. Is authentication required to write to data files?  
 

• Support infrastructure  

1. Does the system have backup power?  

2. What are the environmental controls?  

If one of the above listed functions is not protected, the adversary could exploit it to 

use the process control system to cause an undesired event. If not properly safeguarded, the 

adversary would not require physical access to trigger the event.  

http://www.physics-journal.org/
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A determination needs to be made as to access to the process control system and should 

include:  

• List of authorized users  

• Means and routes of access to the system  

• Protection features of the system and their utilization  

1. Passwords  

2. Physical access control  

The presence of the items listed below represents some of the things to look for when 

conducting a vulnerability assessment since they can improve the protection of process control 

networks:  
 

• Protected and strong passwords and password policies  

1. Is there a password policy and is it being enforced?  

2. Do all users have administrative privileges?  

3. Are passwords shared?  

4. Do the passwords expire ?  
 

• Firewalls  

1. Are required firewalls in place; if not, why?  

2. Is there a firewall policy?  

3. How are the firewalls configured? 

4. How are they maintained ?  
 

• Configuration Control  

1. Is configuration management practiced?  

2. Is there a formal procedure for configuration management?  

• Is virus protection installed and up-to-date?  

• Are encryption and authentication appropriate?  

• In terms of redundant communication, are there any single points of failure in the system?  

• Is the process control network isolated from the external network?  

• Are process control sensors routed to alarm control center?  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

It is essential to identify the vulnerable areas and do a necessary check. The 

questionnaire provided will help in finding the vulnerable area without having a down time. A 

sample control system security policy framework and a checklist to secure control system for 

simple platforms are suggested.  While this is a good start to addressing the control system 

problem, much more work needs to be done in this field.   
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